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Our approach
Walk the Plank is a keen advocate for sustainable
practice in the outdoor arts sector and is
committed to a wide range of initiatives that
maximise positive social and economic impact and
minimise negative environmental impact.
We have been continually selected to create
events on the basis of our rigorous approach to
environmental sustainability, as well as our
creative and technical expertise.
We approach sustainability like its health and
safety responsibilities – crucial, non-negotiable
and at the forefront of all planning.
Read our Sustainability Policy here.
Manchester Day 2018. Produced by Walk the Plank. Commissioned by Manchester
City Council. Created by Manchester People. Image Mark Waugh.

We are comitted to leading the
Outdoor Arts sector with a wide range
of environmental initiatives:
As an active member of Greater Manchester
Arts Sustainability Team (GMAST), we work
collectively to pursue best sustainable practices.
Our Sustainability Policy and Action Plan is
signed off by our board of trustees.
We have partnered with Without Walls to launch
the Green Production Lab 2021 – a new
initiative that aims to bring together production
management professionals to reduce the
environmental impacts of outdoor festivals,
events, and touring productions.
Carbon Literacy Training: all of our core staff
undertake this training, which will be offered to
wider network of freelancers next year.
Diwali, Manchester 2018.

Creating change through leadership
We have been part of Greater Manchester Arts Sustainability Team (GMAST) for
eight years, during which time we've worked constantly to put the environment
centre stage in all of our decision making.
GMAST was established in 2011 as a network of arts and cultural organisations
who came together to understand how they could contribute to the delivery of our
city’s first Climate Change Strategy.
GMAST aims to reduce the environmental impact of the cultural and creative
community by working collectively to tackle the climate and ecological crisis. We
share knowledge and build capacity for practical action. Together we drive
change in our sector and beyond for the benefit of our communities.
As a member of GMAST we are aligned to the Paris Agreement to limit global
warming and endorse the target of becoming net-zero no later than 2038. We
play our full part in Manchester’s Zero Carbon Framework.

OUR ROLE
LEADING

INFLUENCING

As a significant organisation in
the Outdoor Arts sector, and
using our specialism across
the wider arts industry —
Walk the Plank is striving to
lead the way and demonstrate
sustainable working practices
that are embedded across our
organisation, influencing every
aspect of the work we do.

Our creative work promotes
environmentalism and
sustainability. As an arts
organisation connecting with
audiences throughout the UK
and internationally, we
recognise the role the arts plays
in communicating, engaging and
educating audiences on the
realities of climate change.

SUSTAINABILITY
ACROSS OUR WORK

Local particpants performing in
Pafos, ECOC Opening Ceremony.
Recycled cans used to create this performance for Tin Can Suit,
Thank You Manchester 2021.

MYTH BUSTER
In 2021 Walk the Plank created the Climate Change
Myth Buster Machine, a piece of interactive street theatre /
installation — designed to engage local communities in
conversations around the climate emergency.
Since its creation the Climate Change Myth Buster Machine has
sparked conversations with diverse audiences of all ages and
debunked myths around climate change. Touring performances have
taken place at Grimsby’s Festival of the Sea and Manchester's Thank
You Weekender, with more planned for 2022.
The Climate Change Myth Buster Machine is an original idea from
Walk the Plank, with initial design by Dan Potra. Developed and built
by Bryan Tweddle and commissioned by C-Change with additional
support from Arts Council England and Manchester City Council.

Watch our documentary to find out more

The Climate Change Myth Buster Machine accompanied
with a performer, Festival of the Sea Grimsby 2021.

MANCHESTER DAY
We are the proud producers of Manchester Day, a parade that is pushed, pulled,
cycled and recycled. Our parade brings thousands of residents out to celebrate
the city, for over 10 years. Sustainability is integral to both our production
practice and the creative mission driving every Manchester Day event. We place
a big emphasis on innovation, creating pieces with sustainable materials. Our
workshop also reuses materials for future creations: cardboard from our 2019
parade found new life as a flock of birds!
This pioneering parade allows us to platform high-profile environmental issues,
raise awareness and spark conversations. These themes are brought to life by
artists working with community groups to co-create the incredible floats and
costumes on display.

Manchester Day Awards:
Winner: 4* Creative Green award, Julie’s Bicycle in 2019.
Finalist: Promotion of Environmental Sustainability, Manchester
Culture Awards, 2021.

Produced by Walk the Plank.
Commissioned by Manchester City Council.
Top Image: Mark Waugh, MCR Day 2019.

GREEN SPACE DARK SKIES:
part of UNBOXED 2022
Green Spaces Dark Skies is intrinsically rooted in nature,
celebrating our landscapes and the life within them.
As with all of Walk the Plank's work, Green Space Dark Skies
places environmental sustainability at the heart of its design
and delivery; highlighting the value of the natural environment
as a core purpose and delivering significant measurable
positive impact.
It will be a carbon net-positive project, combining exemplar
low-emissions production with climate investments.

Green Space Dark Skies: Guiding Principles
Leave No Trace: We have a shared responsibility for protecting natural environment,
biodiversity and climate: We will ‘walk lightly on the land' in all of our activity, leaving
no trace of our time there.
Beyond Net Zero: The project will be an exemplar low carbon production, be carbon
net positive and invest in nature and climate.
Circular Economy: We will have a zero waste policy, use minimum resources from
sustainable sources, plan for re-use and repurposing of materials, and innovate in our
practice and technology.
Inspire: We will highlight the beauty, value and diversity of species that our
landscapes provide a home to, and tell our sustainability story.
Transparency: We will measure and report on all our impacts, positive and negative.

Read GSDS full Sustainability Strategy here

SUSTAINABILITY AT
COBDEN WORKS

Since 2017 our employees have led a greening iniitiave,
introducing a wide range of plants to our site at Cobden Works.

OUR SUSTAINABLE WORK CULTURE
We believe in the big and the small steps necessary to tackle climate change. Every
environmental initiative undertaken by Walk the Plank has been driven by our team,
this is something we are immensely proud of.
In our workshop we aim to reduce and reuse materials, including pieces from our
previous installations, such as screws, recycled fabric, or copper wiring, a material
used regularly in pyrotechnics. We are proud that many of our creations reuse
materials that would have otherwise been discarded after an event ends. These small
changes add up to make a big impact. Our team undertakes Carbon Literacy training
and a cross-departmental sustainability team leads on annual action plans. This
structure, paired with our team's energy and ambition to do better, is a powerful
combination.
As a leader in the Outdoor Arts, we are committed to being a driving force for
environmental initiatives and change in our sector — sustainability is something we
take seriously.

Participants get involved in a range creative activities reusing materials at our recycling
themed Fun Palace "What a Load of Rubbish". Cobden Works, October 2021.

One of our biggest achievements is
creating a culture at Walk the Plank
where challenging current ways of working
and continually striving to use
less resources, reuse materials and find
innovative solutions to reduce our
impact on the environment is
very much the ‘norm’.
Nathan Jackson, Head of Production
Walk the Plank
Biodegradable confetti delights our audience at Wales Millenium Centre 2015.

GET IN TOUCH
Do you have a question about
sustainability at Walk the Plank?
Email
info@walktheplank.co.uk
Social
@walktheplank
@walktheplankarts

www.walktheplank.co.uk

